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Abstract 

The TNC IF-T Protocol Binding for Tunneled EAP Methods (TIPBTEM) is specified 

by Trusted Computing Group (TCG) for TNC assessment (i.e., Platform-

Authentication) exchanges. Because the TIPBTEM includes Platform-Authentication in 

addition to the usual user authentication, it differs greatly from the traditional security 

protocols in terms of security requirements. To analyze the security of the TIPBTEM 

correctly, the extended strand space model (SSM) for trusted network access protocols 

is applied in this paper. And it is pointed out that the TIPBTEM cannot prevent man-

in-the-middle (MITM) attacks in some cases. To eliminate MITM attacks, the unsecure 

cases of the TIPBTEM are improved based on cryptographic binding. And then it is 

showed that these improved TIPBTEM cases can resist MITM attacks in the extended 

SSM. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of network technologies, network security problems 

(including viruses, spywares, trojan horses, etc.) are getting more and more serious. 

Traditional network security systems are composed of firewalls, intrusion detection 

systems, antivirus systems, etc. However, they cannot stand up to the growing network 

security problems because of the two reasons as follows: (1) defending themselves 

from external attacks other than internal attacks; (2) ignoring the protection of 

endpoints, which are places for creating and storing important data, and initiate most 

attacks [1]. To solve this problem, trusted network access technologies were proposed 

in the industry, mainly including TCG's Trusted Network Connect (TNC), Cisco's 

Network Admission Control (NAC) and Microsoft's Network Access Protection (NAP) 

[2, 3]. Although they have similar aims and technologies, they have different emphases 

for their own backgrounds. Hence, the interoperability among them was established to 

make it easier for users to choose [4, 5]. Additionally, Huawei Technologies co., ltd 

had put forward an Endpoint Admission Defense (EAD) solution [6], and TOPSEC 

co., ltd had proposed a Trusted Network Architecture (TNA) [7]. 

The TNC architecture defined by TCG [2] is one of the most typical trusted network 

access technologies. In the TNC architecture, Platform-Authentication is crucial for the 

security and authorization of network-access requests in addition to the usual user 

authentication [2]. And Platform-Authentication pertains to two related aspects of 

authentication. The first aspect is the proof of identity of the platform (or platform 
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credential authentication), while the second aspect is the integrity verification (or 

integrity check handshake) of the platform. One important part of the TNC architecture 

is IF-T, which is a standard protocol used to transport the TNC assessment (i.e., 

Platform-Authentication) exchanges leveraging the existing network connectivity. 

Because the TNC assessment exchanges occur when the endpoint is in the process of 

joining the network or after the endpoint has been placed on the network, several 

bindings of the IF-T exist to address these different scenarios, e.g., the TNC IF-T 

Protocol Binding to TLS (TIPBT) and the TIPBTEM [8, 9]. The TIPBT focuses on the 

IF-T usage model where the endpoint is already present on the network, while the 

TIPBTEM focuses on the IF-T usage model where the endpoint is in the process of 

joining the network. 

In the TIPBT and TIPBTEM, Platform-Authentication is performed in addition to 

the usual user authentication. Therefore, they differ greatly from the traditional security 

protocols in terms of security requirements. Although the strand space model (SSM) 

[10-12] is a well-studied formal method for security protocols, it cannot be used to 

analyze the security of them directly due to the above reason. To overcome this 

problem, an extended SSM for trusted network access protocols was proposed and 

used to analyze the security of the TIPBT [13, 14]. One important part of the extended 

SSM is that the external penetrator (keys set epK ) and the internal penetrator (keys set 

ipK ) are introduced, and the theorem for Platform-Authentication is given. In this 

paper, the extended SSM is also used to analyze the security of the TIPBTEM. The 

analysis results indicate that the TIPBTEM cannot prevent MITM attacks in some 

instances. To resist MITM attacks, the TIPBTEM is improved based on cryptographic 

binding. And then it is showed that the improved TIPBTEM can successfully prevent 

MITM attacks in the extended SSM. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the 

TIPBTEM. In Section 3, the extended SSM is used to analyze the security of the 

TIPBTEM. And it is pointed out that the TIPBTEM cannot prevent MITM attacks in 

some instances. In Section 4, the TIPBTEM is improved based on cryptographic 

binding. And it is proved that the improved TIPBTEM can successfully prevent MITM 

attacks in the extended SSM. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. 

 

2. Overview of the TIPBTEM 

The TIPBTEM mainly includes two distinct phases [9]: (1) tunnel establishment; (2) 

running an EAP-TNC method (i.e., a special EAP method for encapsulating and 

exchanging TNC assessment messages) and other EAP methods (realizing client side 

authentication) over the tunnel created in the first phase. The TIPBTEM is illustrated 

in Figure 1. 

Tunnel establishment  phase
(realizing mutual authentication or server side 

authentication)

EAP method
（realizing client authentication）

EAP-TNC method
(encapsulating and exchanging TNC 

assessment messages)

Tunnel

NAR NAA

 

Figure 1. The process of the TIPBTEM 
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In Figure 1, an outer tunneled EAP method is performed to realize mutual or server 

side authentication during the tunnel establishment phase, where the outer tunneled 

EAP method could be initiated by either the Network Access Requestor (NAR) or the 

Network Access Authority (NAA). In the TCG's TNC architecture, the NAR is a 

component of the Access Requestor (AR), while the NAA is a component of the Policy 

Decision Point (PDP). When mutual authentication is implemented during the first 

phase, only the EAP-TNC method is performed over the tunnel created in the first 

phase. However, when server side authentication is implemented during the first phase, 

other EAP methods need to be performed over the tunnel created in the first phase to 

realize client side authentication before the EAP-TNC method is performed over the 

tunnel created in the first phase. Moreover, to prevent MITM attacks, a Diffie-Hellman 

Pre-Negotiation (D-H PN) protocol may be added in the EAP-TNC method, then the 

inner key established by the D-H PN protocol and the outer key established by the 

outer tunneled EAP method are mixed to protect the following data communication. 

The detail process of the TIPBTEM with the D-H PN protocol is illustrated in Figure 

2. 

Outer tunneled EAP method (creating an outer 
key, i.e. the following tunnel) 

EAP method (realizing client side 
authentication)

EAP-TNC Diffie-Hellman Pre-Negotiation
Tunnel

NAR NAA

EAP Request

EAP Response

EAP-TNC Request

EAP-TNC Response

EAP-TNC Request (query)

EAP-TNC Response (signed measurements 
and PCRs)

Mixing the outer key and the inner key 

EAP Success/Failure

Creating an 

inner key

 

Figure 2. The Detailed Process of the TIPBTEM with the D-H PN Protocol 

In Figure 2, after the EAP-TNC method completes, an additional tunneled EAP 

method round trip is required to mix the outer key and the inner key, and assure that 

both the NAR and the NAA have computed the same mixed key. The process of the D-

H PN protocol is as follows: 

(1) NAR ← NAA: D-H PN Hello Request 

(2) NAR → NAA: D-H PN Hello Response 

(3) NAR ← NAA: D-H PN Parameters Request 

(4) NAR → NAA: D-H PN Parameters Response 

where D-H PN Hello Request and D-H PN Hello Response are used to negotiate 

some parameters for Diffie-Hellman (DH) exchange, and D-H PN Parameters Request 

and D-H PN Parameters Response are used for DH exchange. D-H PN Parameters 

Request includes zg  and PDPN , while D-H PN Parameters Response includes tg  and 
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ARN , where tg  is a temporal public key for DH exchange generated by the AR, zg  is 

a temporal public key for DH exchange generated by the PDP, ARN  is a random 

number of the AR, PDPN  is a random number of the PDP. After the NAR receives D-

H PN Parameters Request, it computes )||||||1(1 zt
PDPAR gNNHValueUnique   and 

)||||||2(2 zt
PDPAR gNNHValueUnique  , where ztg  is a D-H PN secret key and 

()H  is a hash function. And the NAA also computes 

)||||||1(1 zt
PDPAR gNNHValueUnique   and  2ValueUnique  

)||||||2( zt
PDPAR gNNH  after it receives D-H PN Parameters Response. Both the 

NAR and the NAA must compute a running hash 

))(||2(2 messageTNCEAPHValueUniqueHValueUnique   when the 

D-H PN protocol has successfully completed. This running hash is performed 

repeatedly after receiving or sending an EAP-TNC message. The final 

2ValueUnique  is a value which is cryptographically computed from the D-H PN 

secret key, nonce pair and all of the EAP-TNC Responses, i.e., the inner key. 

 

3. Security Analysis of the TIPBTEM 

To simplify the security analysis of the TIPBTEM, we give some assumptions as 

follows. 

 The outer tunneled EAP method is based on the TLS protocol [15]. This means 

that the outer key is created by the TLS handshake protocol. The TLS handshake 

protocol is initiated by the NAR. And the simplified version of the TLS handshake 

protocol [12] is considered in this paper. When mutual authentication between the 

NAR and the NAA is implemented by the TLS handshake protocol during the tunnel 

establishment phase, a traditional client side X.509 certificate or a client side X.509 

certificate including the Subject Key Attestation Evidence (SKAE) extension [16] is 

used to authenticate the client, i.e., the AR. 

 If the authentication of the client has not occurred during the tunnel 

establishment phase, then it will be implemented by exchanging Client Authentication 

Messages with the Basic Authentication type of authentication [8]. 

 In the EAP-TNC protocol, only one round trip of TNC assessment messages is 

exchanged, which is simplified to the integrity challenge protocol in [17]. 

 The mixing and assuring of the outer key and the inner key is based on the 

three pass authentication mechanism in [18]. 

According to these assumptions, the TIPBTEM can be summarized into five cases 

as follows, where the notations are the same as those in [10-12, 17]. 

Case a): only server authentication is implemented during the tunnel establishment 

phase, and the D-H PN protocol is not performed in the EAP-TNC method. The 

process of this case is as follows: 

(1) NAR → NAA: AR  

(2) NAR ← NAA: PDP
xgPDP ||||  

(3) NAR → NAA: AR
y MACg ||  

(4) NAR ← NAA: PDPMAC  

(5) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKauthclientchall

,

}{   

(6) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKauthclientresp

,

}{   

(7) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2,  
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(8) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,    

where AR  and PDP  identify the AR and the PDP in the TCG's TNC architecture 

respectively, PDP  is a signature of the PDP and 
PDPsk

x
PDP g ][ , PDPsk  is a private 

key of the PDP, ARMAC  is a message authentication code of the AR and 

)||||( 1
,

PDPARTHMAC o
PDPARKAR  , PDPMAC  is a message authentication code of the 

PDP and )||||( 1
,

PDPARTHMAC o
PDPARKAR  , ()KH  is a message authentication code 

function, o
PDPARK ,  is the outer key created by the TLS handshake protocol and 

)(,
xyo

PDPAR gHK  , 1T  and 2T  are fixed tags to distinguish the third message from the 

fourth message, authclientchall   and authclientresp   are a Client Authentication Challenge 

Message and a Client Authentication Response Message for the client side 

authentication based on the selected authentication type respectively, 

ARauthclient PWARresp ||  and ARPW  is a password of the AR that is registered at the 

PDP prior to initiating the TIPBTEM,   is the platform of the AR, PCR  is a 

Platform Configuration Register (PCR) list of  , SML  is a Stored Measurement Log 

(SML) of  , )( ,pubAIKCert  is an Attestation Identity Key (AIK) certificate, 

,pubAIK  is an AIK public key of  ,   is a signature of   and 

 ,
]||[ 2, privAIKPDP PCRN , ,privAIK  is an AIK private key of  . 

Case b): mutual authentication based on a traditional client side X.509 certificate is 

implemented during the tunnel establishment phase, and the D-H PN protocol is not 

performed in the EAP-TNC method. The process of this case is as follows: 

(1) NAR → NAA: AR  

(2) NAR ← NAA: PDP
xgPDP ||||  

(3) NAR → NAA: ARAR
y MACg ||||  

(4) NAR ← NAA: PDPMAC  

(5) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2,  

(6) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,    

where AR  is a signature of the AR and 
ARsk

y
AR g ][ , ARsk  is a private key of the 

AR. 

Case c): mutual authentication based on a client side X.509 certificate including the 

SKAE extension is implemented during the tunnel establishment phase, and the D-H 

PN protocol is not performed in the EAP-TNC method. The process of this case is the 

same as that of case b) except that a client side X.509 certificate including the SKAE 

extension is used in the tunnel establishment phase. 

Case d): only server authentication is implemented during the tunnel establishment 

phase, and the D-H PN protocol is performed in the EAP-TNC method. The process of 

this case is as follows: 

(1) NAR → NAA: AR  

(2) NAR ← NAA: PDP
xgPDP ||||  

(3) NAR → NAA: AR
y MACg ||  

(4) NAR ← NAA: PDPMAC  

(5) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKauthclientchall

,

}{   
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(6) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKauthclientresp

,

}{   

(7) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDreqHello

,

}{   

(8) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDrespHello

,

}{   

(9) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDreqParams

,

}{   

(10) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDrespParams

,

}{   

(11) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2,  

(12) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,    

(13) NAR ← NAA: 3,PDPN  

(14) NAR → NAA: 2,3,3, |||| ARARPDP MACNN  

(15) NAR ← NAA: 2,3, || PDPAR MACN  

where PNHDreqHello   and PNHDrespHello   are D-H PN Hello Request and D-H 

PN Hello Response in the EAP-TNC method respectively, 

2,|| PDP
y

PNHD NgreqParams   and 2,|| AR
x

PNHD NgrespParams   are D-H PN 

Parameters Request and D-H PN Parameters Response in the EAP-TNC method 

respectively,   is changed to 
 ,

]||)1||([ 2, privAIKPDP PCRValueUniqueNH  , 

3,ARN  is another random number of the AR, 3,PDPN  is another random number of the 

PDP, 2,ARMAC  is another message authentication code of the AR and 

)||( 3,3,2,
,

ARPDPKAR NNHMAC m
PDPAR

 , 2,PDPMAC  is another message authentication 

code of the PDP and )( 3,2,
,

ARKPDP NHMAC m
PDPAR

 , )||( ,,,
i

PDPAR
o

PDPAR
m

PDPAR KKHK   

is a mixed key from o
PDPARK ,  and i

PDPARK , , i
PDPARK ,  is the inner key created by the D-

H PN protocol and i
PDPARK ,  is the final 1ValueUnique . 

Case e): mutual authentication based on a traditional client side X.509 certificate is 

implemented during the tunnel establishment phase, and the D-H PN protocol is 

performed in the EAP-TNC method. The process of this case is as follows: 

(1) NAR → NAA: AR  

(2) NAR ← NAA: PDP
xgPDP ||||  

(3) NAR → NAA: ARAR
y MACg ||||  

(4) NAR ← NAA: PDPMAC  

(5) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDreqHello

,

}{   

(6) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDrespHello

,

}{  ; 

(7) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDreqParams

,

}{   

(8) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKPNHDrespParams

,

}{   

(9) NAR ← NAA: o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2,  

(10) NAR → NAA: o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,    

(11) NAR ← NAA: 3,PDPN  

(12) NAR → NAA: 2,3,3, |||| ARARPDP MACNN  

(13) NAR ← NAA: 2,3, || PDPAR MACN  
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where   is changed to 
 ,

]||)1||([ 2, privAIKPDP PCRValueUniqueNH  . 

 

3.1. Security Analysis of Case a) of the TIPBTEM 

Definition 1: An infiltrated strand space P,  is a space for case a) of the 

TIPBTEM if   is the union of three kinds of strands: 

(1) Penetrator strands Ps . 

(2) Initiator strands  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 

2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert  with trace: AR , PDP
xgPDP |||| , 

AR
y MACg || , PDPMAC , o

PDPARKauthclientchall
,

}{  , o
PDPARKauthclientresp

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,  o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   . The principal 

associated with this strand is AR  (i.e., the AR), which is a two-identity protocol 

participant [13]. AR  denotes the user of the AR,   denotes the platform of the AR. 

(3) Responder strands  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 

2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert  with trace: AR , PDP
xgPDP |||| , 

AR
y MACg || , PDPMAC , o

PDPARKauthclientchall
,

}{  , o
PDPARKauthclientresp

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,  o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   . The principal 

associated with this strand is PDP  (i.e., the PDP). 

Theorem 1: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case a) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) epPDPsk K ; (3) xg  and 

yg  are uniquely arising in  , and yx gg  . Then, C  contains a responder strand 

 ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof. By assumption (2), )2,(][  stermg
PDPsk

x
PDP  never originates on an 

external penetrator strand. If ipPDPsk K , then 
PDPsk

xg ][  must originate on a responder 

strand r , and xg  uniquely arises on r  by Definition 1 and assumption (3). By 

assumption (1) and (3), yg  uniquely arises on s . Since the protocol of Definition 1 is 

both silent and conservative, xyg  never originates in C  (Theorem 9 in [12]). Since 

p
xyo

PDPAR gHK K )(, , )4,(sterm , )5,(sterm  and )7,(sterm  originate on r  by 

assumption (3). Similarly, )3,(rterm , )6,(rterm  and )8,(rterm  originate on s  by 

assumption (3). By inspection,  ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

If ipPDPsk K , then PDP  as an internal penetrator can complete the entire 

exchange, which is identical to that PDP  as a regular completes the entire exchange. 

Hence, PDP  as an internal penetrator cannot perform effective attacks on case a) of 

the TIPBTEM. 

Theorem 2: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case a) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) epARPW K ; (3) SML  
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indicates that the legitimate platform   is trustworthy. Then, C  contains an initiator 

strand  ARr [Init , PPD  , )( xg , )( yg , )( 
authclientchall , authclientresp  , 

)( 2,


PDPN , )( 
PCR , )( 

SML , ]))(( ,


pubAIKCert  and an initiator strand 

 RAr [Init , PPD  , )( xg , )( yg , )( 
authclientchall , )( 

authclientresp , 2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof. By assumption (2), )6,(stermresp authclient   never originates on an external 

penetrator strand. If ipARPW K , then authclientresp   must originate on an initiator 

strand  ARr [Init , PPD  , )( xg , )( yg , )( 
authclientchall , authclientresp  , 

)( 2,


PDPN , )( 
PCR , )( 

SML , ]))(( ,


pubAIKCert . Additionally, by assumption (3), 

)8,(sterm  must originate on an initiator strand  RAr [Init , PPD  , )( xg , 

)( yg , )( 
authclientchall , )( 

authclientresp , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert  

(Theorem 1 in [13]). 

If ipARPW K , we can only get that )8,(sterm  must originate on the initiator 

strand r   by assumption (3) (Theorem 1 in [13]). 

According to Theorem 1, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 1, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved. Thus, AR  

authenticates PDP  successfully. In Theorem 2, if ipARPW K , then C  contains an 

initiator strand that is deferent from that of Definition 1, i.e., the responder’s guarantee 

of agreement is not proved. Hence, we can know that an external penetrator can 

perform MITM attacks on this case of the TIPBTEM, similar to [19]. Moreover, if 

ipARPW K , then  C  also contains an initiator strand that is deferent from that of 

Definition 1, i.e., the responder’s guarantee of agreement is also not proved. Therefore, 

this case of the TIPBTEM cannot prevent an internal penetrator performing a MITM 

attack similar to the collaborative masquerading attack described in [20]. 

 

3.2. Security Analysis of Case b) of the TIPBTEM 

Definition 2: An infiltrated strand space P, is a space for case b) of the TIPBTEM 

if   is the union of three kinds of strands: 

(1) Penetrator strands Ps . 

(2) Initiator strands  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)]( ,pubAIKCert  with trace: AR , PDP
xgPDP |||| , ARAR

y MACg |||| , 

PDPMAC ,  o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,  o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   . The 

principal associated with this strand is AR . 

(3) Responder strands  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)]( ,pubAIKCert  with trace: AR , PDP
xgPDP |||| , ARAR

y MACg |||| , 

PDPMAC ,  o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,  o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   . The 

principal associated with this strand is PDP . 

Theorem 3: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case b) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , 

SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) epPDPsk K ; (3) xg  and yg  are uniquely arising in  , 
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and yx gg  . Then, C  contains a responder strand  ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 

2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: It is similar to Theorem 1. 

Theorem 4: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case b) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) epARsk K ; (3) xg  and yg  are uniquely arising 

in  , and yx gg  ; (4) SML  indicates that the legitimate platform   is trustworthy. 

If ipARsk K , C  contains an initiator strand  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert , otherwise C  contains an initiator strand 

 RAr [Init , PPD  , )( xg , )( yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: By assumption (2), )3,(][ stermg
ARsk

y
AR   never originates on an 

external penetrator strand. If ipARsk K , then AR  must originate on an initiator 

strand r , and yg  uniquely arises on r  by Definition 2 and assumption (3). By 

assumption (1) and (3), xg  uniquely arises on s . Since the protocol of Definition 2 is 

both silent and conservative, xyg  never originates in C . Since p
xyo

PDPAR gHK K )(, , 

)3,(sterm  and )6,(sterm  originate on r  by assumption (3). Similarly, )4,(rterm  and 

)5,(rterm  originate on s . By inspection,  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

If ipARsk K , we can only get that )6,(sterm  must originate on the initiator 

strand  RAr [Init , PPD  , )( xg , )( yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)]( ,pubAIKCert  by assumption (4) (Theorem 1 in [13]). 

According to Theorem 3, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 2, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved. And by Theorem 4, 

C  contains an initiator strand that is the same as that of Definition 2 if ipARsk K  (i.e., 

the responder’s guarantee of agreement is proved). Thus, in comparison with case a) of 

the TIPBTEM, this case of the TIPBTEM can prevent MITM attacks performed by the 

external penetrator. However, if ipARsk K , then  C  also contains an initiator strand 

that is deferent from that of Definition 2, i.e., the responder’s guarantee of agreement is 

also not proved. Therefore, it still cannot prevent an internal penetrator performing the 

same MITM attack as the collaborative masquerading attack described in [20]. 

 

3.3. Security Analysis of Case c) of the TIPBTEM 

Definition 3: An infiltrated strand space P,  is a space for case c) of the 

TIPBTEM if   is the union of the same three kinds of strands as those of Definition 2. 

The only significant difference is that AR 's certificate is an X.509 certificate including 

the SKAE extension. 

Theorem 5: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case c) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , 

SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) epPDPsk K ; (3) xg  and yg  are uniquely arising in  , 
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and yx gg  .  Then, C  contains a responder strand  ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 

2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: It is similar to Theorem 1. 

Theorem 6: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case c) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; 2 xg  and yg  are uniquely arising in  , and 

yx gg  ; (3) SML  indicates that the legitimate platform   is trustworthy. Then, C  

contains an initiator strand  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: Because ARsk  is a non-migratable or Certified Migratable Key (CMK) 

signing key, and created in the TPM of   [17], )3,(][ stermg
ARsk

y
AR   never 

originates on a penetrator strand by assumption (3) (Theorem 1 in [13]). Therefore, 

AR  must originate on an initiator strand r , and yg  uniquely arises on r  by 

Definition 3 and assumption (2). By assumption (1) and (2), xg  uniquely arises on s . 

Since the protocol of Definition 3 is both silent and conservative, xyg  never originates 

in C . Since p
xyo

PDPAR gHK K )(, , )3,(sterm  and )6,(sterm  originate on r  by 

assumption (3). Similarly, )4,(rterm  and )5,(rterm  originate on s . By inspection, 

 ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

According to Theorem 5, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 3, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved.  And by Theorem 6, 

C  contains an initiator strand that is the same as that of Definition 3, i.e., the 

responder’s guarantee of agreement is proved. Therefore, this case of the TIPBTEM 

can successfully prevent MITM attacks performed by both the external penetrator and 

the internal penetrator. 

 

3.4. Security Analysis of Case d) of the TIPBTEM 

Definition 4: An infiltrated strand space P,  is a space for case d) of the 

TIPBTEM if   is the union of three kinds of strands: 

(1) Penetrator strands Ps . 

(2) Initiator strands  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 

PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN  with trace: AR , 

PDP
xgPDP |||| , AR

y MACg || , PDPMAC , o
PDPARKauthclientchall

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKauthclientresp

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDreqHello

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDrespHello

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDreqParams

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDrespParams

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,

o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   , 3,PDPN , 2,3,3, |||| ARARPDP MACNN , 

 2,3, || PDPAR MACN . The principal associated with this strand is AR . 
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(3) Responder strands  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 

PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN  with trace: AR , 

PDP
xgPDP |||| , AR

y MACg || , PDPMAC , o
PDPARKauthclientchall

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKauthclientresp

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDreqHello

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDrespHello

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDreqParams

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDrespParams

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,

o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   , 3,PDPN , 2,3,3, |||| ARARPDP MACNN , 

 2,3, || PDPAR MACN . The principal associated with this strand is PDP . 

Theorem 7: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case d) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , 

PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN ; (2) 

epPDPsk K ; (3) xg , yg , zg  and tg  are uniquely arising in  , and 

tzyx gggg  . Then, C  contains a responder strand  ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , 

yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , 

PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 

3,ARN , ]3,PDPN . 

Proof: It is similar to Theorem 1. 

Theorem 8: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case d) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , 

PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN ; (2) xg , 

yg , zg  and tg  are uniquely arising in  , and tzyx gggg  ; (3) SML  

indicates that the legitimate platform   is trustworthy. Then, C  contains an initiator 

strand  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , 

PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN . 

Proof: By assumption (3), )12,(sterm  must originate on an initiator strand r  

(Theorem 1 in [13]), and tg  uniquely arises on r  by Definition 4 and assumption (2). 

By assumption (1) and (2), zg  uniquely arises on s . Since the protocol of Definition 4 

is both silent and conservative, ztg  never originates in C . Because 

 2ValueUnique  

)||||||2( zt
PDPAR gNNH , 

))(||2(2 messageTNCEAPHValueUniqueHValueUnique   and the final 

2ValueUnique  is i
PDPARK , , p

i
PDPARK K, . Since 

p
i

PDPAR
o

PDPAR
m

PDPAR KKHK K )||( ,,, , )14,(2, stermMACAR   originate on an 
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initiator strand 'r , and yg  uniquely arises on 'r  by Definition 4 and assumption (2). 

By assumption (1) and (2), xg  uniquely arises on s . Since the protocol of Definition 4 

is both silent and conservative, xyg  never originates in C . Since 

p
xyo

PDPAR gHK K )(, , )3,(sterm , )6,(sterm , )8,(sterm , )10,(sterm , )12,(sterm  and 

)14,(sterm  originate on 'rr   by assumption (2). Similarly, )4,(rterm , )5,(rterm , 

)7,(rterm , )9,(rterm , )11,(rterm , )13,(rterm  and )15,(rterm  originate on s  by 

assumption (2). By inspection,  ARrr [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , 

PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN . 

According to Theorem 7, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 4, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved.  And from Theorem 

8, C  contains an initiator strand that is the same as that of Definition 4, i.e., the 

responder’s guarantee of agreement is proved. Therefore, this case of the TIPBTEM 

can successfully prevent MITM attacks performed by both the external penetrator and 

the internal penetrator. 

 

3.5. Security Analysis of Case e) of the TIPBTEM 

Definition 5: An infiltrated strand space P,  is a space for case e) of the 

TIPBTEM if   is the union of three kinds of strands: 

(1) Penetrator strands Ps . 

(2) Initiator strands  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , PNHDreqHello  , 

PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN  with trace: AR , PDP
xgPDP |||| , 

ARAR
y MACg |||| , PDPMAC ,  o

PDPARKPNHDreqHello
,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDrespHello

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDreqParams

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDrespParams

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, ,

o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   , 3,PDPN , 2,3,3, |||| ARARPDP MACNN , 

 2,3, || PDPAR MACN . The principal associated with this strand is AR . 

(3) Responder strands  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , PNHDreqHello  , 

PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN  with trace: AR , PDP
xgPDP |||| , 

ARAR
y MACg |||| , PDPMAC , o

PDPARKPNHDreqHello
,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPNHDrespHello

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDreqParams

,

}{  , o
PDPARKPNHDrespParams

,

}{  , 

o
PDPARKPDPN

,

}{ 2, , o
PDPARKpubAIKCertSMLPCR

,

}||)(||||{ ,   , 3,PDPN , 

2,3,3, |||| ARARPDP MACNN ,  2,3, || PDPAR MACN . The principal associated with this 

strand is PDP . 

Theorem 9: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case e) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 
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authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , 

PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN ; (2) 

epPDPsk K ; (3) xg , yg , zg  and tg  are uniquely arising in  , and 

tzyx gggg  . Then, C  contains a responder strand  ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , 

yg , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 

2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN . 

Proof: It is similar to Theorem 1. 

Theorem 10: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case e) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , PNHDreqParams  , 

PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 3,ARN , ]3,PDPN ; (2) xg , 

yg , zg  and tg  are uniquely arising in  , and tzyx gggg  ; (3) SML  

indicates that the legitimate platform   is trustworthy. Then, C  contains an initiator 

strand  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg , PNHDreqHello  , PNHDrespHello  , 

PNHDreqParams  , PNHDrespParams  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )( ,pubAIKCert , 

3,ARN , ]3,PDPN . 

Proof: It is similar to Theorem 8. 

According to Theorem 9, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 5, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved.  And by Theorem 10, 

C  contains an initiator strand that is the same as that of Definition 5, i.e., the 

responder’s guarantee of agreement is proved. Therefore, this case of the TIPBTEM 

can successfully prevent MITM attacks performed by both the external penetrator and 

the internal penetrator. 

 

4. Improvement of the TIPBTEM  

To overcome the MITM attacks on both case a) and b) of the TIPBTEM, it is 

necessary to bind the Platform-Authentication and usual user authentication of the AR. 

If o
PDPARK ,  is generated on  , then o

PDPARK ,  cannot be migrated because   is 

trustworthy. o
PDPARK ,  is used to protect the usual user authentication of the AR in case 

a) of the TIPBTEM, and directly generated during the usual user authentication of the 

AR in case b) of the TIPBTEM, so the Platform-Authentication and usual user 

authentication of the AR are bound. Hence, we only need to change 

 ,
]||[ 2, privAIKPDP PCRN  to 

 ,
]||)||([ ,2, privAIK

o
PDPARPDP PCRKNH , i.e., 

cryptographically bind o
PDPARK ,  to  , making that o

PDPARK ,  is generated on  . Then, 

it is proved that the improved case a) and b) of the TIPBTEM can prevent MITM 

attacks performed by both the external penetrator and the internal penetrator. 

Definition 6: An infiltrated strand space P,  is a space for the improved case a) of 

the TIPBTEM if   is the union of the same three kinds of strands as those of 

Definition 1. The only significant difference is 

 ,
]||)||([ ,2, privAIK

o
PDPARPDP PCRKNH . 

Theorem 11: Suppose: (1)   is a space for the improved case a) of the TIPBTEM, 

and C  is a bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg , 
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authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) 

epPDPsk K ; (3) xg  and yg  are uniquely arising in  , and yx gg  . Then, C  

contains a responder strand  ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , authclientchall  , 

authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: It is the same as Theorem 1. 

Theorem 12: Suppose: (1)   is a space for the improved case a) of the TIPBTEM, 

and C  is a bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 

authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) xg  and yg  

are uniquely arising in  , and yx gg  ; (3) SML  indicates that the legitimate 

platform   is trustworthy. Then, C  contains an initiator strand  ARr [Init , PDP , 

xg , yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: By assumption (3), )8,(sterm  must originate on an initiator strand r , 

and yg  uniquely arises on r  by Definition 6 and assumption (2). By assumption (1) 

and (2), xg  uniquely arises on s . Since the protocol of Definition 6 is both silent and 

conservative, xyg  never originates in C . Since p
xyo

PDPAR gHK K )(, , )3,(sterm , 

)6,(sterm  and )8,(sterm  originate on r  by assumption (2). Similarly, )4,(rterm , 

)5,(rterm  and )7,(rterm  originate on s . By inspection,  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , 

yg , authclientchall  , authclientresp  , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

According to Theorem 11, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 6, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved.  And by Theorem 12, 

C  contains an initiator strand that is the same as that of Definition 6, i.e., the 

responder’s guarantee of agreement is proved. Therefore, the improved case a) of the 

TIPBTEM can successfully prevent MITM attacks performed by both the external 

penetrator and the internal penetrator. 

Definition 7: An infiltrated strand space P,  is a space for the improved case b) of 

the TIPBTEM if   is the union of the same three kinds of strands as those of 

Definition 2. The only significant difference is 

 ,
]||)||([ ,2, privAIK

o
PDPARPDP PCRKNH . 

Theorem 13: Suppose: (1)   is a space for the improved case b) of the TIPBTEM, 

and C  is a bundle containing an initiator strand  ARs [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  

2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) epPDPsk K ; (3) xg  and yg  are 

uniquely arising in  , and yx gg  . Then, C  contains a responder strand 

 ARr [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 2,PDPN , PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert . 

Proof: It is the same as Theorem 1. 

Theorem 14: Suppose: (1)   is a space for case b) of the TIPBTEM, and C  is a 

bundle containing a responder strand  ARs [Resp , PDP , xg , yg , 2,PDPN , 

PCR , SML , )]( ,pubAIKCert ; (2) xg  and yg  are uniquely arising in  , and 

yx gg  ; (3) SML  indicates that the legitimate platform   is trustworthy. Then, C  

contains an initiator strand  ARr [Init , PDP , xg , yg ,  2,PDPN , PCR , SML , 

)]( ,pubAIKCert . 
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Proof: It is similar to Theorem 12. 

According to Theorem 13, C  contains a responder strand that is the same as that of 

Definition 7, i.e., the initiator’s guarantee of agreement is proved.  And by Theorem 14, 

C  contains an initiator strand that is the same as that of Definition 7, i.e., the 

responder’s guarantee of agreement is proved. Therefore, this improved case b) of the 

TIPBTEM can successfully prevent MITM attacks performed by both the external 

penetrator and the internal penetrator. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The TCG's TNC architecture is one of the most typical trusted network access 

technologies. And one important part of the TCG's TNC architecture is IF-T, including 

several bindings of the IF-T exist to address these different scenarios, e.g., the TIPBT 

and the TIPBTEM. Because the TIPBTEM includes Platform-Authentication in 

addition to the usual user authentication, it differs greatly from the traditional security 

protocols in terms of security requirements. In order to analyze the security of the 

TIPBTEM correctly, the extended SSM for trusted network access protocols is applied 

in this paper.  Firstly, five cases are illustrated according to the overview of TIPBTEM. 

And some assumptions are given to simplify the security analysis of the TIPBTEM. 

Secondly, security analysis of the TIPBTEM is performed based on this extended SSM. 

And the analysis results indicate that case a) of the TIPBTEM cannot prevent MITM 

attacks performed by both the external penetrator and the internal penetrator, case b) of 

the TIPBTEM can prevent MITM attacks performed by the external penetrator while it 

cannot prevent MITM attacks performed by the internal penetrator, and case c), d) and 

e) of the TIPBTEM can prevent MITM attacks performed by both the external 

penetrator and the internal penetrator. In order to eliminate these MITM attacks, both 

case a) and b) of the TIPBTEM are improved based on cryptographic binding. Finally, 

it is proved that the improved case a) and b) of the TIPBTEM can successfully prevent 

MITM attacks performed by both the external penetrator and the internal penetrator in 

the extended SSM. 
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